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Excitement

• “Here I am just sitting in this house and I’m able to predict a cure to 
measles,” co-founder of Atomwise Alex Levy tells me [Sarah Buhr] 
https://techcrunch.com/2015/03/06/y-combinator-backed-
atomwise-discovers-drugs-for-diseases-that-dont-even-exist-yet/

• “If a typical person can do a mental task with less than one second of 
thought, we can probably automate it using AI either now or in the 
near future.” Ng, A. (2016). What Artificial Intelligence Can and Can’t 
Do Right Now. Harvard Business Review.

https://techcrunch.com/2015/03/06/y-combinator-backed-atomwise-discovers-drugs-for-diseases-that-dont-even-exist-yet/






Go – a typical game has a possible 10800 moves
Monte Carlo Tree Search and deep neural networks 
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2019



Historical context



1993



“My CPU is a neural-net processor; a 
learning computer” (1991)

1993



Designing drugs by computer at Merck



Designing drugs by computer at Merck

1981



Hiller SA, Golender VE, Rosenblit AB. 
Cybernetic methods of drug design. I. 
Statement of the problem—The perceptron 
approach. Computers and Biomedical 
Research, 6, 411-421. 

It is revealed that the problem of drug design which is at present coped with 
on a semi-intuitive basis may be interpreted in terms of modern pattern 
recognition theory as a problem of discriminating two classes of objects: the 
active and the inactive chemical compounds.

In the meantime two questions are essentially important: (1) the 
presentation of information on the structure of a chemical compound, i.e., 
the elaboration of terms for adequately describing the structure and (2) the 
selection of a recognition algorithm.

1973



Methods



What is machine learning?

• Magic

• Non-parametric regression

• Neural networks

• Support vector machines

• Random forests

• Inductive logic programming

Bruce CL et al. Contemporary QSAR Classifiers Compared. J Chem Inf Model 2007 47, 219-227
Melville JL et al. Machine Learning in Virtual Screening. Combin Chem High Thr Scr 2009, 12, 332-343



Non-parametric regressors

• Non-parametric estimates of a function appear as a linear combination of the 
measured responses, y,
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• For example, the weights might be defined as Euclidean distances
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Hirst, J Med Chem 39 3526 (1996); Constans & Hirst, J Chem Inf Comput
Sci 40 452 (2000);  McNeany & Hirst, J Chem Inf Model 45 768 (2005)



Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator

K is the smoothing kernel; h is the bandwidth
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h determines the extent of smoothing

Hirst, J Med Chem 39 3526 (1996); Constans & Hirst, J Chem Inf Comput Sci 40 452 (2000);  
McNeany & Hirst, J Chem Inf Model 45 768 (2005)
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One-dimensional model of activity as a function of Einteract

constructed using the local linear and the shifted 
Nadaraya-Watson regressors

Hirst, J Med Chem 39 3526 (1996); Constans & Hirst, J Chem Inf Comput Sci 40 452 (2000);  
McNeany & Hirst, J Chem Inf Model 45 768 (2005)
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Excitement (chemistry)



https://cen.acs.org/physical-chemistry/computational-
chemistry/machine-learning-overhyped/96/i34

https://cen.acs.org/physical-chemistry/computational-chemistry/machine-learning-overhyped/96/i34




The combination of the Monte Carlo Tree Search and deep neural networks is 
extremely well suited to planning chemical syntheses - so-called retrosyntheses -
with unprecedented efficiency. 

Segler: "Retrosynthesis is the ultimate discipline in organic chemistry. Chemists 
need years to master it - just like with chess or Go.

In addition to straightforward expertise, you also need a goodly portion of 
intuition and creativity for it. So far, everyone assumed that computers couldn't 
keep up without experts programming in tens of thousands of rules by hand.

What we have shown is that the machine can, by itself, learn the rules and their 
applications from the literature available.“

https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-03/uom-csw032918.php

Segler et al. Nature 555, 604 (2018) doi:10.1038/nature25978

https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-03/uom-csw032918.php


Segler et al. Nature 555, 604 (2018) doi:10.1038/nature25978



Ahneman et al. 
Science 2018; 
science.aar5169

Application of 
machine learning to 
reaction prediction 





Our recent work



Active Search Algorithm: Data-driven Adaptive Markov Chain

Steve Oatley



Conclusions





Artificial intelligence
Model/capture large amounts 
of data, mimic, and interpolate
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